
SOUQ Brings Full Range of OPPO Devices
Online in KSA

21 February, 2018, KSA: Customers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) can now enjoy

the full range of OPPO smartphones available on SOUQ.com. OPPO is globally among the top

companies providing a wide assortment of feature packed smartphones for customer’s everyday

use. Apart from being user friendly, OPPO also provides consumers with the perfect selfie

weapon of their dreams.

 



ABOUT SOUQ.COM

About Amazon:

Amazon is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than competitor focus, passion for invention,
commitment to operational excellence, and long-term thinking. Customer reviews, 1-Click shopping, personalized
recommendations, Prime, Fulfillment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct Publishing, Kindle, Fire tablets, Fire TV,
Amazon Echo, and Alexa are some of the products and services pioneered by Amazon. For more information,
visit www.amazon.com/about

About SOUQ.com:

SOUQ.com is an online retail and marketplace website in the Arab region, featuring more than 9.4 million
products across 31 categories such as consumer electronics, fashion, health and beauty, household goods, and
baby. Today, SOUQ.com attracts over 45 million visits per month, with localized operations in the KSA, UAE and
Egypt. SOUQ.com offers a convenient and safe online shopping experience with secure online payments, and
option to pay cash on delivery. For more information, visit www.SOUQ.com.

SOUQ.com is a subsidiary of Amazon.

The tech savvy consumers in the KSA are constantly looking out for new technology and

smartphones, hence, with SOUQ KSA listing the complete portfolio of OPPO, the customers can

now enjoy the entire smartphone range at the click of a button. OPPO devices have been a

success across several Asian countries and is now set to take on the KSA market with its OPPO

F5, F5 Youth and A37, amongst other smartphones which are available for purchase on

SOUQ.com

 

Enjoyed by the youth worldwide, OPPO is known for excellent selfie experiences around the

world. OPPO has been focusing on selfie technology breakthrough and have innovated

selfie beautification and also drove the selfie trend in the smartphone industry. With its elegant

design and extraordinary photographing features, the OPPO smartphone range will definitely

match your style and make you stand out in the crowd.

 

Access the latest range of OPPO devices on SOUQ: https://deals.souq.com/sa-en/oppo/t/7610
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